Annex A

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS FOR ACDD
Q1: Do I need to apply for a Customs export permit if I send an ACDD?
A1: Please note that Singapore’s domestic customs procedure will continue to apply
for the exportation of goods from Singapore. An ACDD can only be sent when there
is an approved TradeNet export permit application taken by participating traders that
is in accordance with the procedures under paragraphs 3 and 4 of the circular.
Q2: What are the benefits of sending an ACDD?
A2: The ACDD aims to supplement risk management by the Customs authority of the
importing exchange-ready AMS. The expected benefits for participating traders
include potential reduction in Customs clearance time for consignments which are
supported by the ACDD and imported into an exchange-ready AMS.
Q3: I export goods to the importing exchange-ready ASEAN Member States
(AMS). Am I required to participate in the ASEAN exchange of ACDD?
A3: No, participation in the ASEAN exchange of ACDD is voluntary.
Q4: If I have signed up for ACDD but have forgotten to select “International Data
Exchange” under the “CPC” field, will my permit application get rejected?
A4: Your permit application will not be rejected if “International Data Exchange” is not
selected under the “CPC” field. However, the permit application, if approved, will not
be sent to the importing exchange-ready AMS.
Q5: If I have selected “International Data Exchange” under the “CPC” field but
have declared a wrong value for the “PC1” field in the permit application, will
my permit application get rejected?
A5: Your permit application will not be rejected if the wrong value for “PC1” field is
entered. However, the permit application, if approved, will not be sent to the importing
exchange-ready AMS.
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Q6: Why am I not able to find “International Data Exchange” under the “CPC”
field during permit application?
A6: “International Data Exchange” under the “CPC” field is only available for the
following message and declaration types as shown below:

Message Type
OUT

INP (In-Non Payment)

Declaration Type Reference
APS (Approved Premises / Schemes)
DRT (Direct)
TCS (Temporary Consignments previously
imported with/without sales)
TCR (Temporary Consignments previously
imported for repair)
TCE (Temporary Consignments previously
imported for exhibition)
TCO (Temporary Consignments previously
imported for other purposes)
TCI (Temporary Consignments for export / reimport of local goods)
REX (Re-Export)

Q7: I have declared the “CPC” and “PC1” fields correctly, why is the permit
application not sent to the importing exchange-ready AMS?
A7: You should check if the exporter has submitted the ACDD participation form, and
if the “port of discharge” and “country of final destination” are declared correctly under
the same exchange-ready AMS.
Q8: Which are the exchange-ready AMS currently?
A8: As of 31 Dec 2020, the exchange-ready AMS include Singapore, Cambodia and
Myanmar. For the latest list of exchange-ready AMS, please refer to
www.customs.gov.sg > Businesses > International Data Exchange > ASEAN
Customs Declaration Document.
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Q9: I have made an amendment to my permit application or cancelled the permit
application. Will the status for ACDD be affected or updated?
A9: Please note that amendments to and/or cancellation of TradeNet permit
applications will not be sent to the Customs authority of the importing exchange-ready
AMS, as these functionalities are currently not available for ACDD. Should there be
any changes to the export information in the permit application after the ACDD
information has been sent to the importing exchange-ready AMS, the onus is on your
company to update the importing exchange-ready AMS of the changes.

Q10: How do I a) withdraw from participation in the electronic exchange of
ACDD and withdraw my consent to send the ACDD to the importing exchangeready AMS; b) inform Singapore Customs of revocation of authority of DA(s);
or c) inform Singapore Customs of additional DA(s) after submission of the
ACDD participation form?
A10: Please send an email to Customs_documentation@customs.gov.sg. Singapore
Customs will contact you within 7 working days to confirm the details and inform you
of the effective date or dates for the withdrawal or any changes.
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